Let Bn be the multiplicative semigroup of n x n matrices over the semiring 0, 1 under the operations "or" and "and". We show that the least possible degree of a faithful representation of Bn over a field is 2" -1 by studying representations of a subsemigroup of Bn. By different methods we answer the same question for the subsemigroups of Boolean matrices greater than or equal to some permutation matrix (Hall matrices) and greater than or equal to the identity (reflexive Boolean matrices). We prove every representation of the latter semigroup can be triangularized.
Let Bn be the semigroup of n X n matrices over the semiring formed by 0,1 under the operations ab and sup(a, b). We call such matrices Boolean matrices and corresponding «-tuples on which they act, Boolean vectors. Since there are 2" -1 nonzero Boolean vectors of dimension n, action of Bn on Boolean vectors gives a homomorphism from Bn into the semigroup of partial transformations PTT_X (which is the semigroup of maps from {0, 1, . . . , 2" -1} to itself sending 0 to 0). This gives a matrix representation of degree 2" -1 over any field, by matrices which have at most one nonzero entry in each row. We show that there are no faithful representations of Bn of lower degree over a field by studying representations of a semigroup of Bn.
We consider the same question for the subsemigroups of Bn consisting of Hall matrices and reflexive matrices [1] , [3] .
Definition. The semigroup of reflexive Boolean matrices is the semigroup of all Boolean matrices B = (b0) such that b¡¡ = 1.
Definition. The semigroup of Hall matrices is the semigroup of Boolean matrices B such that some subset of the "1" entries of B is the set of "1" entries of a permutation matrix.
In these cases a faithful quotient of the representation above, of dimension 2" -2, can be obtained by sending the basis element corresponding to the Boolean vector (1, 1, . . . , 1) to 0. We show that 2" -2 is the least possible dimension of a faithful representation of either of these semigroups, and establish a slightly stronger result for Hall matrices. We also note that every representation of the semigroup of reflexive Boolean matrices over a field can be triangularized.
We study Bn by means of a subsemigroup first investigated by Petrich [2] . Definition.
A Boolean matrix A = (a¡¡) is a cross vector iff there exist Boolean vectors v, w such that a¡, = v¡w¡ for all / and /', where tv is the kth
We frequently denote such a matrix as (v, w). Composition of two cross vectors (v,w)(xy) = (w ■ x)(v,y) where w • x is a Boolean inner product sup^vv,*,). Petrich [2] observed that the semigroup of cross vectors is a regular Rees matrix semigroup of degree 2" -1. In fact if G = (e), and /, A are each the set of nonzero Boolean vectors, M°(G, I, A P) is the semigroup of cross vectors where P has a one in location v, w iff v ■ w = 1.
Let ZC denote the semigroup ring of the semigroup C of cross vectors (with coefficients in Z). Let ZC0 denote the factor ring obtained by adjoining to ZC a relation equating the zero matrix to 0. Let hx be the homomorphism C -» PTr _, given by partial transformations on the nonzero Boolean vectors and 0. Let h2: PT1._l-* M2"_,(Z) ((2" -1) X (2" -1) matrices over Z) be the representation by means of matrices with at most one nonzero entry in each row, all entries being 0 or 1. Boolean vectors which are < z and 0 on all others. By the minimality of y, the form which is 1 on all Boolean vectors < z and 0 on all others can be obtained as some Tb. Therefore Ta -Tb represents fy as a linear form 2,vav(z ■ v), a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
Corollary.
For any field k, kC0 » MT_ x(k) and kC =* k X MT_ x(k).
Corollary. Every nonzero representation of the semigroup of cross vectors over a field has degree at least 2" -1, and so does every faithful representation of the semigroup of Boolean matrices Bn.
The next two theorems, and their preceding lemmas, were suggested by George Bergman.
Definition.
The standard representation of the semigroup of Hall matrices or the semigroup of reflexive Boolean matrices is the quotient of h2h{ obtained by setting the basis element w, equal to 0. Here w, is the basis element corresponding to the Boolean vector (1, . . . , 1) .
Definition. Let R be a ring and X a subset of R. Then an Ä-module M will be called X-faithful if no element of X annihilates all of M.
The set of elements of X annihilating a G M will be denoted AnnA-(a). Modules will be right modules. For R = kS for some semigroup S, a faithful representation of S is an ^-faithful representation of R where X = [s -t: s, t G S,s¥* t}.
Lemma 2. Let R be a ring and X a subset of R. Suppose I is a right ideal of R such that (a) / is X-faithful as a right module.
(b) / has a least nonzero subideal J.
(c) J has nonempty intersection with X. Then an R-module M is X-faithful iff M has a submodule isomorphic to I.
Proof. => Assumption (a). <= Choose an element x 6 X n J-Since M is assumed faithful, Mx ¥= 0.
Let a be such that ax =£ 0. Then ai Q M will be isomorphic to /, since the kernel of multiplication by a will be a right subideal of / thus containing J if it is nonzero. But this subideal does not contain x. Theorem 3. Any faithful linear representation of the semigroup of Hall matrices over a field k has a subrepresentation isomorphic to the standard representation.
Proof. Let R = kS, S denoting the semigroup of Hall matrices. We map the standard representation into R by sending uz to pz -px, where pz is the matrix having z for its first row and 1 for all other rows. This is a monomorphism of right R -modules, so its image is a right ideal / of R.
We will show that the Ä-submodule of the standard representation spanned by the elements uz where z ranges over the Boolean vectors with one 0 is the least nonzero submodule. Let N be any submodule and let 2w0a" be any nonzero element of N, where the av are elements of k. Among the elements uv occurring with nonzero coefficient av choose one uw for which w has the fewest l's. Let s E S denote the matrix whose z'th row is [0, 1, ... Then every {UX -{0})-faithful right R-module M has k-dimension at least \U\.
Proof. Let M be a ( UX -{0})-faithful right Ä-module.
For each u G U choose xu G X satisfying the condition of (b). Since uxu is nonzero and M is {UX -{0))-faithful, we can find au G M with auuxu =£ 0. We will show that the set {auu: u G U] is a k-linearly independent subset of M. Consider any nontrivial /c-linear combination (1) 2^"«u where U0 is a finite nonempty subset of U and au is a nonzero element of k for each u G U0. Let u0 be such that Aimx{u0) is minimal among the u's inU0. Then all elements v ¥^ u0, v G U0, are annihilated by xu by (b) and (a). So multiplying (1) by xU(¡ a"1 we get auu0xUo which is nonzero by the choice of a's. So (1) is nonzero which proves the linear independence of {auu}.
Theorem 5. Any faithful linear representation of the semigroup S of n X n reflexive matrices has dimension > 2" -2.
Proof. Let R = kS.
It is no longer true that the standard representation is isomorphic to a right ideal of R. However for each basis vector uz of the standard representation there exists a right ideal of R isomorphic to the submodule uzR of the standard representation. Indeed, the submodule uzR is spanned by uw as w ranges over all Boolean vectors > z. For such w define /?* to be the matrix whose /th row is w if z{i) = 1 and is 1 if z{i) = 0. Then the linear map sending uw top* -p\ is an embedding of right R-modules.
Let U = X = {pz -p\: z is a Boolean vector other than 0 or 1}. An element of UX will have the form {Pz -Pi ){Pw -P\)= PzPw -P\P\ (because p\p™ = pzpx = the matrix consisting entirely of l's). So if it is nonzero, it will lie in {s -t: s ^ /, s, t G S}. So any faithful representation of S will also be a {UX -{0})-faithful A-module.
We now show that {uz}, the basis of the standard representation, has properties (a) and (b) of the preceding lemma. Since the module uzR is isomorphic to the ideal generated by pz -p\, Ann^-f^} = Ann^/?/ -px).
Thus the properties (a), (b) for the {uz} imply (a), (b) for U and the lemma will imply any faithful representation of S has dimension at least \U\ = 2" -2.
For Boolean vectors, z, w other than 0, 1 we have uz(p™ -px) i= 0 iff z < w. This means that Ann^u = {/>J -px: w > u}. So Ann^-u D Ann^u iff u > v. Condition (a) follows immediately, and condition (b) follows on taking x = pü -p". This proves the theorem. Definition. The ^-ordering in a semigroup is the quasiorder x < y iff x belongs to the principal right ideal generated by y. The % -classes are the equivalence classes under the equivalence relation x <& y if f x and y generate the same principal right ideal.
In the semigroup of reflexive Boolean matrices, the principal right ideal generated by a matrix A consists of A together with other matrices which are strictly larger than A as 0, 1 matrices. Thus the "31-classes in this semigroup each contain only one element.
Theorem 6. Let S be a finite semigroup all of whose ^-classes contain only one element. Then every finite dimensional representation of S over a field is equivalent to one in which all matrices representing elements of S are triangular.
Proof. It suffices to show that for every such representation of degree > 1 there will be a proper invariant subspace. For such a representation p, let x be an <3l -minimal element of the set of elements of S for which p(x) =£ 0. Then for all a in S, p(x)p(a) = p(xa) = 0 or = p(x). Therefore the image of p(x) is an invariant subspace. Suppose it is the entire space of the representation. Then for p(a) =£ 0, image p{x)p{a) ^ 0. Therefore for p(a) =t= 0, p(x)p(a) = p(x). Therefore for all a, either p{a) = 0 or p(a) is the identity matrix. Thus if degree p > 1 there will be a proper nonzero invariant subspace. This proves the theorem.
